Dirty Bertie Russell
Well, this gentleman, whatever he thinks his intentions are, is a dupe of something well known to us. He’s
a dupe of the heritage of, in particular, Bertrand Russell. And Bertrand Russell was, without doubt, the most
evil man on this planet, during the entire 20th Century.
Even after he was dead. He still stunk.
So, the Russians, in a sense, were corrupted. What
happened?
Well, someone got rid of Stalin. And I believe the
theory of the “Doctors’ Plot” is correct, because the
way the thing was orchestrated indicates that. It had a
purpose, it had an intention, and it had an effect. And
what happened very soon, under the notable successor
of Stalin, Khrushchov, is, there was a meeting held by
Bertrand Russell in London, for World Parliamentarians for World Government. Organized by Dirty Bertie

Russell himself. And to this notable event, there appeared four gentlemen from the Soviet Union, who
spoke of themselves as being the official representatives to their great man, Bertrand Russell, at this particular World Parliamentarians for World Government.
Which had always been Russell’s intention. Back in the
1920s, and even earlier, the idea of world government,
as a world empire, which would keep the population
down, as Russell said. Reduce the population to comfortable limits. And reduce science to a limit, so that
most people were limited in number, and stupid. And
therefore, more malleable, manipulable, and, have them
have sex fun, and then be killed. You know, just like
some kind of a bug: Let the bugs have sex, and then kill
them. Ah! Amusing, isn’t it? British policy. Brutish
policy.
Well, that’s what he represented. He represented the

In His Own Words:
Lord Bertrand Russell
[B]ad times, you may say, are exceptional, and can
be dealt with by exceptional methods. This has been
more or less true during the honeymoon period of
industrialism, but it will not remain true unless the
increase of population can be enormously diminished. At present the population of the world is increasing at about 58,000 per diem. War, so far, has
had no very great effect on this increase, which continued through each of the world wars. . . . War . . . has
hitherto been disappointing in this respect . . . but
perhaps bacteriological war may prove more effective. If a Black Death could spread throughout the
world once in every generation, survivors could procreate freely without making the world too full. . . .
The state of affairs might be somewhat unpleasant,
but what of it? Really high-minded people are indifferent to happiness, especially other people’s.
—The Impact of Science on Society (1953)
The white population of the world will soon cease to
increase. The Asiatic races will be longer, and the
negroes still longer, before their birth rate falls sufficiently to make their numbers stable without help
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of war and pestilence. . . . Until that happens, the benefits aimed at by socialism can only be partially realized, and the less prolific races will have to defend
themselves against the more prolific by methods
which are disgusting even if they are necessary.
—The Prospects of Industrial Civilization
(1923)
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